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“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”

New Logo
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to our clients for thier long-term support of
International Environmental and Marine Services ‘IEMS”

Our clients and partners are familiar with IEMS former logo , which has been
with us throughout the years.

Now, it’s our pleasure to announce that IEMS will have a new logo , starting
1st August, 2016

IEMS

Maintaining the original style of the oil drop and marine services and an enterprising spirit, the
new logo reflects IEMS principles of openess, client focus, innovation, steady and sustainable
growth, conveying our message of sincere commitment to our clients. We will continue with our
enterprising spirit and launch more competitive services with our continuous innovation.
We will develop more steadily in an international and professional direction, focus increasingly on
our clients, and create a harmonious business environment by working together with our clients,
partners and peers.
We believe that serving our clients, is the only reason IEMS exists, and that the clients
requirements are the fundamental driving force for the development of IEMS. We will face future
challenges and opportunities together through our unrelenting spirit of perseverance through
hardship for success, continue to create long-term value for our clients with our high quality
services and products.

IEMS Marketing Brochure
Date of publication: 2016
©IEMS 2016 All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior consent of IEMS.

Disclaimer

Although this brochure is compiled with great care and everything possible has been done by IEMS
to ensure that the information is up-to-date and accurate, it is possible that the brochure contains
inaccuracies or typos. Alterations or changes to this information on the instructions of international
organizations, agencies or government bodies are also possible. IEMS cannot be held liable for the
accuracy and comprehensiveness of the information in the brochure.
Furthermore, IEMS accepts no liability, responsibility or obligation for any possible false or
incomplete information in this brochure. The visual material in this brochure, including the photos is
merely meant to give an impression of the services offered. There are no binding images and photos;
no rights can be derived from them.
IEMS holds the property rights of names, images, logos and photos. IEMS holds the right to make
additions, improvements, corrections and/or alterations to the brochure and this disclaimer at any
time and without further notice.
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Sharm El Shiekh Tier 2 Oil Spill Response Centre

About IEMS

PREPARE PRESERVE AND PROTECT
We are an independent international environmental
and marine services company. Specializing in planning,
providing and installing custom contingency equipment
packages, as well as oil spill deflection and protection
systems.
The company manages the largest Tier 2 oil spill centre in
the Middle East positioned on the Sinai Peninsula in the
city of Sharm El Sheik, Egypt.
The current services of IEMS are outlined in this
brochure. Further information is provided on the IEMS
website www.iems-uk.com
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Offshore Training
Rig and Vessel Crews

Abu Quir - Tier 2 Oil Spill Centre

IEMS
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE and support from our response centres supplements our
international capabilities.

IEMS SERVICES

ÞÞTiered Response Services
ÞÞOil Spill Management System
ÞÞResponse Centre Management
ÞÞContingency Planning
ÞÞOil Spill Modelling
ÞÞEquipment and Maintenance
ÞÞTraining
ÞÞExercise Design and Development
ÞÞSorbents
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ÞÞResponse Experts (OIL)
ÞÞResponse Experts (HAZMAT)
ÞÞResponse - Claim Support
ÞÞEmergency Management Teams (EMT)
ÞÞEmergency Response Teams (ERT)
ÞÞEmergency Response Vessels (ERV)
ÞÞERV - Crews

24 Hours
GU

Emergency Operations Room
Spill Simulation

A R A N TEED

Boom Deployment Exercise
Monthly Drill Program

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Tiered Response
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED SYSTEM OF RESPONSE
The aim of the Tiered Response Structure is
to provide suitable response resources at the
right place at the right time, hence the resulting
capability should:

ÞÞBe commensurate with the assessed risk;
ÞÞEncourage cooperation, mutual
assistance and integration of shared
resources;

ÞÞBe fully scalable via a mechanism of
escalation through the three tiers;

ÞÞBe tested, maintained and verified
as part of a defined preparedness
framework; and

ÞÞEmploy the most appropriate response
options reflecting a net environmental
benefit analysis (NEBA).

Tier 1
Spill requiring on site response and
or contracted assistance
Tier 2
Spill requiring local, regional or
contracted assistance.
Tier 3
Spill requiring national and or international assistance

Tiered Response Services

ÞÞTier 1 - Packages
ÞÞTier 2 - Packages and Centre Support
ÞÞTier 3 - Support
6

OSCP
Operator
IEMS

IEMS

National Oil Spill Contingency
Plan (NOSCP)
Stakeholder

Service Level Agreement

Pre-positioned resources

Response Services

By contracting IEMS for standby oil
spill response services, you have the
assurance that your plant, facility or
business has the necessary oil spill
preparedness and response capacity
should an oil spill occur.

IEMS offers tailored response
package(s) that are non-intrusive,
specifically designed by our
specialists and engineers to cover
activities that typically take place at
exploration and production sites,
remote pipeline locations, remote
drilling sites, terminals, refineries,
manufacturing and mining facilities.

On activation, our equipment and
personnel can be immediately
mobilized to site to assist our clients
at all levels of the response.

This support is backed up through
dedicated Tier 2 response centres.

The response package(s) provides
security and peace of mind for
clients.

IEMS appreciates the urgency
in any emergency and has made
arrangements to ensure our
response meets the expectations of
our clients.

Our 24 hour emergency service gives our clients the reliability and opportunity to activate IEMS resources at any time
of the year, day or night.

Tier 1 Package
Sourced and Delivered

Tier 1 Spill Response
Using Local Resources

Tier 2 Spill Response
Using National Resources

Tier 2 Coverage Contract
Client Audits Centre

Tier 3 Exercise
Testing Unified Command

Tier 3 Response
Using International Resources

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Oil Spill Management System

FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM - DESIGNED FOR COORDINATION
The Oil Spill Management System is designed not only
to provide a response capability but also make services
available to the wider community.
By integrating a variety of clients into one system, costs
can be lowered whilst actual expectations heightened and
government approvals on contingency plans and incident
action plans streamlined.

Tier 2 Coordination Centre
Site Excavation
Oil Spill Management System (OSMS) services
IEMS has the practical experience of all the activities
required to develop and sustain an Oil Spill Management
System. There are not many companies with a track
record of the four core elements that such a system
requires;
Tier 2 Centre Foundations

ÞÞTier 2 Coordination’s Centre system development
ÞÞTier 2 Coordination Centre management
ÞÞOil Spill Response “OSR” and associated services
ÞÞPromoting the Oil Spill Management System and
services.

Tier 2 Response Centre
Day of Delivery
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Tier 2 Centre
Government Endorsement

Equipment
Arrival

Warehousing
and Storage

OSMS Planning
Coverage Area

Equipment
Commissioning

Emergency Operations
Room Testing

Client Visits
Audits and Inspections

SCAT Training

Port packages
Delivered by IEMS

Terminal Packages
Delivered by IEMS

Offshore Packages
Delivered by IEMS

System Certified

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Oil Spill Centre Management
OWNED OR MANAGED RESPONSE CENTRES
IEMS approach is to fully support our clients as we not
only provide information about how IEMS shall respond
to oil spills, but also, offer a coordinated approach for
international (Tier 3) oil spill preparedness and response.
A collaborative approach with other response companies
both public and/or private is the most effective solution
for cascaded response.

International Preparedness can only be achieved through
coordination between the resources in the country and/or
the Tier 2 and/or Tier 3 service providers.
The response centres either owned or managed by IEMS
are operated to the highest international standard. All
centres are independently certified to ensure they meet the
requirements of our clients and legal compliance.

IEMS

Abu Quir Oil Spill Response within the Navy Port of Abu Quir

Abu Quir Centre Emergency Response Team “ERT” Beach Master Training
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IEMS has been operating the Egyptian National Tier 2 oil spill response center
for more than 3 years and recently renewed the contract, providing onshore and
offshore response and related emergency support services.

Sh

PERSGA, the Regional Organization for the Conservation of the Environment
of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden Visit to Sharm El Sheikh Oil Spill Response Centre.
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Picture taken from Emergency Response Vessel

Sharm El Sheik Emergency Response Vessels
(Returning to the response centre after intervention)

Picture taken from bridgfe Emergency Response Vessel

Centre Induction Training - International Oil Company Management

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Contingency Planning
AVOID FUTURE CONCERNS WITH FUTURE PLANNING
Our experienced consultants work closely with the client to provide a practical and high quality service, applying our
knowledge to seek innovative solutions to each individual issue. Support can be provided at the clients onshore and/or
offshore premises. This regularly involves: working closely with operational personnel and project engineers providing
advice and support carrying out research and consulting with regulators

OIL SPILL CONTINGENCY PLANS
Our experts can assess and evaluate your existing Oil
Spill Contingency Plan or assist in the development
of a new one detailing equipment, personnel, time to
respond, logistical operations, response coordination,
regulatory requirements, training, response drills,
reporting requirements and action planning. Our
format has been approved by governments and oil and
gas companies.

TOTAL E&P EGPT
KALA-1/ East El Burulls Offshore (EEBO)
Oil Spill Contingency Plan
[This plan describes the response procedures to be used during TOTAL E&P EGYPTE
drilling operations in the event of an oil spill within the coastal area of East El Burulls
Offshore (EEBO) concession encompassing the proposed exploration well Kala-1]

Issue
Date

Revision

Prepared By

Approved By

Signature

Approved
Date

Plan Content

Preface

Consultancy Department

Volume 2 - Response Handbook

International Environmental and Marine Services - IEMS
IEMS Reference : IEMS-PC-CP-CPP/1-EXT/1
11/03/2013

Contingency Planning services
Having your plan compiled by responders has a
more practical use than purely theoretical plans. Our
Contingency plan formats are type approved.

Appendix
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ÞÞPlan review and report
ÞÞPlan development
ÞÞTest plans
ÞÞPlan integration (Regional and National)

Oil Spill Modelling
IEMS Offers a flexible professional consultancy
service in the application of oil spill modelling
techniques.

Contingency and Response Planning

Oil spill modelling provides an understanding of:

ÞÞHow and where oil is likely to disperse over
time on the surface or subsurface;

Oil Spill Information System

ÞÞThe extent to which oil is likely to arrive on
the shoreline;

ÞÞWhere oil concentrations could exceed
certain thresholds; and

ÞÞThe high level potential environmental
impacts of a spill.

Oil Spill Modeling service (2D and 3D)
We have worked with model developers and software
engineers for more than 15 years, we can support or
conduct model runs.

ÞÞData sets (area of operation)
ÞÞLatest software - agreement with developers
ÞÞPredictions of locations and area of influence
ÞÞEnvironmental Sensitivities (GIS overlay)

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Response Equipment
ASSET ACQUISITION, PRESERVATION AND UTILIZATION
Sourcing, Commissioning and Startup

IEMS engineers perform acceptance testing in accordance with manufacturers’ recommendations,
industry standards and key safety issues. Upon request, we also provide operations and maintenance
guidelines, procedure manuals and training for
operators. We go the extra step to ensure the longterm reliability of your equipment.

Our equipment services include identifying the right equipment, verification
of existing equipment and proper installation through acceptance testing and
inspection of new equipment. Reports and data provided from our technical
services provides a reliable baseline for trending and comparison during future
operation and maintenance of the response equipment.

Commissioning New Equipment - Offshore

Replacement Equipment
For equipment that is determined not to be serviceable,
we can help you locate new, surplus and re-manufactured
equipment of all types and all manufacturers. Our technical
services staff can also provide complete installation and
start-up services for new equipment and removal of old
equipment.

Spare Parts Support
Finding the right parts to get your equipment operational
can be a difficult task during a widespread recovery effort.
Through our extensive network of suppliers, we can locate
replacement parts, obsolete parts, and potentially hard to
find parts quickly to get your equipment up and running.

14

Oil Spill Equipment services

ÞÞCAPEX and OPEX Specifications
ÞÞStart-up and Commissioning
ÞÞReplacement Equipment
ÞÞSpare Parts
ÞÞDamage Assessment
ÞÞRepair / Reconditioning
ÞÞProfessional Reports on your Equipment

Damage Assessment
Our technical services team can conduct a damage assessment of your equipment including all electrical systems. This
assessment will include a detailed inventory of your equipment, condition of each component, and recommended actions
to bring your equipment back to an appropriate operational status in the most efficient way possible.

Helicopter Dispersant System - Refurbishment

Repair / Recondition
Damage to equipment can also result from improper storage which will affect the integrity and performance of the
equipment. The ability to recondition the equipment may vary with the nature of the function, the degree of damage, the
age of the equipment, and the length of time the equipment was used. For equipment that is determined to be serviceable,
IEMS can provide complete repair and reconditioning services for virtually any manufacturer’s equipment. Our repair
services also include retrofitting services to update your equipment with the latest technology at a fraction of the cost of
replacement.

Near Shore Equipment - Recondition / Replacement
We have the knowledge and experience to seamlessly integrate all the essential services to deliver the “high” reliability
required by today’s facilities. Look to us as your partner. We’ll be with you every step of the way with the right combination
of technology, people and services.
“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Training
DEVELOPING KNOWLEDGE PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL
Responder training is an essential pre-requisite for effective oil spill response, which requires personnel who understand,
and can perform, a variety of emergency response and incident management functions. The purpose of oil spill training is
to ensure that these personnel are identified and given appropriate opportunities to learn and maintain relevant knowledge
and skills.
IEMS provides a variety of courses both general and specialized, we can assist organizations and individuals to achieving
desired competency. Training is linked and a cross-referenced with oil spill exercises.
IEMS utilizes the IMO standards for level 1, 2 and 3 course deliveries. The company has qualified trainers that have
years of extensive experience in oil spill response and the delivery of IMO courses.
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IMO
LEVEL 1

For responders - provides insight and knowledge to prepare for oil spill response
equipment deployment in the field, to know the correct course of action.

IMO
LEVEL 2

On scene commanders - provides insight and knowledge in how to coordinate an oil
spill response in order to understand the most effective strategies to follow.

IMO
LEVEL 3

Senior managers - provides insight and knowledge for the development of an oil spill
prevention plan, as well as how to manage a spill at management level.

IMO Level 1
Practical Training

IMO Level 2
Practical Training

Boom Deployment
Bespoke Training

Tier 2 Centre
Government Practical Training

Tier 2 Centre
Government Theory Training

IMO Level 3
Practical Training

As a recognized leader in oil spill response management and training, IEMS excels in developing and delivering practical
courses that prepare attendees for best response practices. IEMS utilizes the Incident Command System (ICS) to manage
our organization’s daily activities and emergency responses. Our ICS instructors have responded to hundreds of incidents
and served in all ICS positions and levels for public and private sector organizations. Our Instructors vast experience
brings life to our training sessions.
The ICS courses are conducted and certified in accordance to ICS-Canada, delivered by professionals ensuring the highest
standard established.

ENTRY LEVEL RESPONDERS & DISASTER WORKERS
Emergency Medical Service, firefighting,
law enforcement, hospital, public health,
public works/utility, skilled support and other
emergency management response, support
& Volunteer personnel at all levels

ICS 100

FIRST LINE SUPERVISORS
Single resource leaders, field supervisors, and
other emergency management / response personnel

ICS 200

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
Strike team leaders, task force leaders, unit leaders,
division/group supervisors, branch directors,
and multi-agency coordination center /
emergency operations center staff

ICS 300

COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF
Department heads with
multi-agency coordination system
responsibilities, area commanders,
emergency managers, multi-agency
coordination center / operations center managers

ICS 400

International Oil Company - Management Complete Training for ICS 100-200-300 and 400

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Oil Spill Exercises
EVERYONE CAN LEARN, JUST NOT ON THE SAME DAY, OR THE SAME WAY.
Through the IEMS Preparedness program we offer clients the support to develop and conduct oil spill
response exercises. Each exercise can be scaled to the clients requirements, we traditionally use the
Tiered response structure or scale the exercise to the clients requirements.
TABLE TOP EXERCISE - A tabletop exercise is a facilitated discussion or activity conducted in
a conference room setting designed to test the risk of your operations and allow for analysis of
the response.
FUNCTIONAL EXERCISE - A functional exercise is more extensive than a tabletop
exercise in that activities are conducted beyond a conference room atmosphere
designed to test the actual physical response capability and allow for analysis of the
deployment.
FULL SCALE EXERCISE - Full-scale exercises are designed to mirror reallife incidents as closely as possible. This type of activity enables validation of
a multitude of functions, personnel and teams, as well as to evaluate the
interaction and coordination among all the participants.

18

It’s all to do with the preparation: you can do a lot if you have
exercised your response expectation properly.
Efficient realistic exercises provide your response and emergency management teams with the
opportunity to enhance the skills required in an emergency. Personnel taking part in the exercise
program can develop working relationships, allowing complex decisions to be supported in
stressful circumstances.
IEMS preparedness program offers well designed exercises to test response capabilities
including plans, people, equipment and systems and can provide appropriate feedback for
improvement.

Oil Spill Exercise Services
We prepare and conduct exercises of various scales to suit
your budget and capability, we can provide:

ÞÞDesign (concept, capability)
ÞÞSponsorship Support
ÞÞDevelopment (capacity, scheduling)
ÞÞExecution (conduct, monitoring)
ÞÞLessons Learned (critique, evalution)
ÞÞFollow-up action planning

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Adsorbents
THE FIRST AND LAST RESPONSE OPTION
IEMS adsorbents are hydrophobic/oleophilic materials which attracts oil-based substances. They can be used at
temperatures between freezing and 180F. The adsorbents are made of polypropylene, ensuring that they attract oil and
repel water. Oil adsorbent Boom, Pads, Rolls, and Spill Kits are extremely effective and economical for controlling oil
spills on-board Oil Rigs and Platforms, Ships, Ports, Terminals, Pipelines, Refineries, Fuel stations, Manufacturing and
Industrial sites. (Including construction sites). Adsorbents have a long shelf life due to the synthetic material. They are
very easy and quick to use due to their dry weight.

Latest Technology
Demonstration
One of the latest additions to the
adsorbent family is Petro Pals
which are generally made of loose
fibres of polypropylene. They can
pick up 30 times their weight in
viscous oils. They can be easily
deployed and recovered by hand.

20

SOPEP / SMPEP Kits
Marpol Compliant

Regulators
Approve Kit Types

With regards to shipping we
provide tailored adsorbent packages
to meet the requirements of
MARPOL 73/78. We can provide
the adsorbent kit(s) to validate any
MODU or Vessel SOPEP plan.

Adsorbents evolution has taken
place over the years, so much
so they are now a major feature
with regulators, who are now
requiring adsorbent as part of
the Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure Program, meaning
that any facility that can spill oil
must have adsorbent materials onsite.

“The point is that being able to demonstrate ‘due
diligence’ is not about having a thing (a policy or
a system or a heap of procedures and checklists)
it is about doing a thing”

Stockpile - Storage
AQ Centre Sorbrack

Sorbent Kits
Example 500 Litre

IEMS has a large stockpile of type approved adsorbents, meaning that if you take adsorbents from IEMS you can be restocked time and time again without lengthy delivery times. Our bulk stockpile consists of various sizes and capacity
Pads, Booms and Rolls.
In addition to our bulk adsorbent stockpile we assemble kits from 45 Litres up to 1000 Litres. Each kit has a range of
application from the petrol station forecourt, to the machine spaces on Oil Rigs and Platforms.

Adsorbent services

ÞÞAdsorbent Kits
ÞÞBulk Adsorbents
ÞÞReplacement Program
ÞÞAd Sorbent Training
ÞÞRecycling
ÞÞWaste removal.
“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Experts HAZMAT
EXPERIENCE DEALING WITH THE UNKNOWN
Our team of HAZMAT experts provides a variety of
dangerous goods services to clients in a number of
industries.
Our staff provides hands-on guidance and taps into
years of knowledge and experience in the dangerous
goods industry.

HAZMAT - Inspections
HAZMAT services
As part of our hazmat consulting services, we can;

ÞÞEvaluate your hazardous materials/dangerous
goods storage / decontamination areas

ÞÞProvide HAZMAT training and exercises
ÞÞAssist with resolving regulatory issues
ÞÞAnnual site survey programs
ÞÞHAZMAT Response
ÞÞIncident Support services

International Waterway - Vessel response

22

“We spend more time developing means of escaping than we do
solving the issues we’re trying to escape from.”

HAZCHEM - Double Sided Cards

Leading Container Terminal - Annual Surveys and Training

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Response Claim Support
THE SUPPORT YOU NEED WHEN YOU NEED IT
For many oil spills, significant costs will be incurred in the initial, emergency phase of a response as a result of deploying
resources to protect sensitive areas and to recover the oil. In later phases, many of these same resources, especially
personnel, may be used for cleaning damaged property and for undertaking subsequent environmental studies. Much
of the information, particularly on record keeping and the applicability of rates for personnel and equipment, is relevant
to the reasonable and practical response demand for resources. The process of preparing a claim for clean-up costs is
undertaken generally in two stages;

ÞÞKeeping commercial records at the time the costs are incurred; and
ÞÞLinking the commercial records and costs with the rationale for the activity at the time the claim is compiled,
usually when the response has been completed

A claim for clean-up that is considered to be well supported will usually include generic types of information records:

ÞÞInformation received; (e.g. Polrep, Surveys, Reports)
ÞÞMeetings and decisions; (e.g. Polluter, Technical Advisors, Responders, Legislators)
ÞÞActivity; (Operations, IAP, Planning)
ÞÞExpenditure; (Records and approvals including evidence and backup)
ÞÞEffectiveness and results of actions. (Final Report, Site acceptance, Approval records)
IEMS acts solely as the technical advisor for the clients, we can assist our clients to develop the claim system, or verify
their claim system, provide technical input to the claim and even support our clients through the meetings or a series of
meetings with those responsible to pay the claim.
Response Claim services
As part of our consulting services, we can support
response claims by providing;

ÞÞSpill Response Experts
ÞÞClaim Support Document System
ÞÞRecord Management
ÞÞLegal Representative
ÞÞHistorical Case Examples
ÞÞAn alternative to the insurers preferred technical
and legal experts

Picture - Taken from actual Incident Action Plan “IAP” - Major incident

Arial Surveys - Impact Zones
Incident Action Plan formulated
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Picture - Taken from actual Incident Action Plan “IAP”

Picture - Taken from actual Incident Action Plan “IAP”

Deflection Boom
Prevent Shoreline Impact

Containment Boom
Recovery Offshore

IEMS has a robust certified system in place to ensure that all reasonable and practical measures are identified and
taken after an incident has occurred. We can assist or manage the response operation and where practical provide
plans to prevent or minimize pollution and/or accidental damage. All actions are recorded for accurate claims.

Picture - Taken from actual Incident Action Plan “IAP” - Major incident

Standby Equipment
Justify Back-up Resources

Claim Summary
Linked to Records - Tried and Tested
“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Emergency Management Team
WE WONT MAKE A DRAMA OUT OF A CRISIS
IEMS is not a subsidiary of or in any way associated with the multinational companies. We are not financed through a non
profit scheme and all profits made from our activities remains in IEMS and supports the expansion of our core business,
providing first class emergency response to our clients. We are a proud, professional and independent Business.
EMT Services
We have a pool of trained professional Emergency Managers that can assist our clients in activities related to incident
response. We are ready 24hrs per day, capable of providing on scene support to;

ÞÞConduct initial situation evaluation and continual reassessments
ÞÞInitiate, maintain, and control communications
ÞÞIdentify the incident management strategy, development of an Incident Action Plan, and assign resources
ÞÞCall for supplemental resources, including EOC activation
ÞÞDevelop an organizational command structure
ÞÞContinually review, evaluate, and revise incident action plan
ÞÞProvide for continuing, transferring, and terminating command
Things can be bad or they could get a lot worse, we are there to help and assist bring a reactive situation into a
manageable pro-active response. We have multi lingual staff that are only a call away.

Site Surveys - Pre Impact
Incident Action Plan formulated
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TIER ONE – OIL SPILL RESPONSE ON-CALL INTERVENTION TEAM (OSR-OCT)
SPILL / OBSERVATION

The Action flowchart is based on the Tier response
concept which includes all response teams (On-Call
Intervention Team – OCT & Crisis Management Team –
CMT) and key persons, response contractors and
relevant authorities (Joint Rescue Coordination Centre,
- JRCC/ and the relevant Ministries involved in
response with their emergency contacts and brief
responsibility.

Action Card 3.1
Observer Tug Vessels
 Inform Central Control Room (CCR) or Person in Charge.
 Monitor Oil Slick.

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
Landline 00000000;
Alarm button of MAC;

Central Control Room (CCR)
Action Card 3.2
 Verify report and obtain more details.
 Notify On Duty Shift Supervisor (ITL).
 Collect reports and send to Duty Shift Supervisor (ITL).

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000




EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000





HSE Coordinator
Action Card 3.4
 Assess spill site safety and environmental
requirements.
 Advise neighboring facilities.
 Complete oil spill incident report (POLREP) and
fax to relevant authorities.
 For a designated Tier 1/2/3 spill; notify JRCC,
regarding spill incident and actions taken
 Represent client in District or nationwide Crisis
Center.
 Act as a liaison between the relevant authorities
and VVTV.
Join Rescue Coordination Center, - JRCC
Emergency Number: +0000000000000
+2 02 2525 6491

Intervention Team Leader – ITL (On duty Shift Supervisor)
Action Card 3.3
Verify report and obtain more details.
Initiate immediate action to stop the spill or leak through On-Call Intervention Team
(OCT).
Notify IEMS Duty Manager regarding spill and request Tier 1 Activation.
Report to Facility Manager and Crisis Management Team (CMT).
Request Tier 2 approval mobilization from Facility Manager.

Facility Manager
Action Card 3.6

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000

 Obtain all information available.
 Authorize any immediate action to stop the spill – through INT.
 Authorize any immediate action to repair, temporarily fix the problem until permanent
repairs and/or replacement.
 Report incident to Managing Director (MD).
 Verify the spill and determine the level of response that has been initiated.
 Upon request form of MD, Activate Crisis Management Team (CMT).
 Ensure that all personnel are following the notifications flowchart and facility
emergency response plan.

Department of Environment
Emergency Number: +00000000000000

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000
IEMS Duty Manager
Action Card 3.5












Assessment - Surveillance
Verify the spill and determine the reactive level of response.
Complete Tier Assessment Matrix to determine Spill Tier.
Activate Tier 1 - Utilize oil spill response (OSR vessels – Shoreline OSR kit) to
contain spill by deploying mechanical recovery equipment.
Take essentially action to ensure safety of personnel.
Investigate the volume of oil lost from the relevant containment system.
Instruct the OSR vessel to take sample from oil spill.
Instruct the OSR vessels to commence tracking the spill within the terminal
Jurisdiction area Monitoring
Update ITL with response situation report.
Assess whether the spill can be adequately handled utilizing Tier 1 resources.
For a designated Tier 2 spill; request approval mobilization of Tier 2/3
Resources from ITL.

IEMS – Tier 1 Oil Spill Response
Action Card 3.7

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000

+2 02 2525
Department
of6491
Marine
Emergency Number: +0000000000000







Deploy Tier 1 oil spill response Vessel within 30 min.
Deploy Tier 1 Shoreline kit within 30 min.
Quantify Spill Size.
Sample the Oil.
Track the Slick.

TIER TWO – CRISIS MANAGEMENT TEAM (CMT)
EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000






















Managing Director (MD)
Action Card 3.8

Carries overall responsibility
Ensure that all responsible are following the notifications Procedure.
Ensures that all actions and response are within company Policies frame work.
For a designated Tier 2/3 spill; Activate Crisis Management Team (CMT) at Crisis management Center (CMC).
For a designated Tier 2/3 spill; ensure that relevant authorities JRCC, and relevant ministries aware of incident and actions taken to date.
Handle local, national and international media.
Report to company HQ.
Notify Tier 3 oil spill responders’ contractor after consultation with and approval of relevant ministries.
Authorize of Tier 3 equipment mobilization.
Maintain a log of events.

Crisis Management Team (CMT)
Action Card 3.9
Supporting the emergency site with operational aspects of the response.
Anticipating the possible short term evolution of the event.
Providing technical and logistic support that may be available to assist.
Monitoring the impact of the event on life, property and environment.
Notify company Insurance Company
For a designated Tier 2 spill; activate IEMS (response contractor).
Authorize of Tier 2 equipment mobilization.
Request Tier 3 Support from MD.
Providing updates to the MD.
Maintain a log of events.

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000





IEMS Cyprus – Tier 2 Oil Spill Response Center
Action Card 3.10
Deploy Tier 2 oil spill resources within 2 hrs.
Develop Operational Action Plan (Medium/ Long Term Response Plan).
Implement the action plan.
Assemble required resources for Response (Team Members & Equipment).

TIER THREE – HQ Crisis Team
HQ





EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000

Technical assistance.
Provide support on handling of communication and PR (Public Relations) Issues.
Respect of the Group HSE policy during the management of the emergency.
Activate Public Information & Emergency Response System (PIER).

IEMS
Action Card 3.11
 Technical assistance.
 Tier Three oil spill response contractor
upon relevant authority’s approval.

Response Management
EMT - Flowchart
EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000

Action Card 3.11
 Technical assistance.
 Tier Three support to IEMS (Stockpile)

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”

Action Card 3.11
 Technical assistance.
 Tier Three agreement IEMS

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 24 hrs
0000000000
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“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”

Emergency Response Team
DESIGNED TO INTEGRATE AND ENHANCE RESPONSE CAPACITY
Dependant on the circumstances when a spill occurs, compiling a response team can be complex, especially in large scale
events.
The best response teams normally consists of multi discipline responders and experts from the country where the response
is taking place. To ensue consistency, those tasked with compiling the response team must have a system of selection and
management of local members of the ERT.
We urge clients, potential clients and those faced with
utilizing a response company to give careful consideration
to the capacity, experience and systems of management such
response companies may have.
At IEMS we have invested heavily in our system and more
so our system is built on our teams personal and collective
experiences.
Those faced with a crisis need total local integration.
We recommend that the local integration is an ongoing
process of building a credible capacity at the local level and
promoting enhancement of national capacity, with further
integration into regional capacity.

ERT services
As part of our operational services, we can support
Emergency Response Teams by providing;

ÞÞTraining
ÞÞSecondment Programs
ÞÞPromotional Activities
ÞÞExercise Participation
ÞÞERT Formation and Management
ÞÞLocal integrations through trained and seasoned
nationals

Building on the local response capacity is our speciality, we can engage at anytime, our preference and recommendation
would be to engage us early in your planning process to ensure the emergency response teams can be developed.

IEMS Egypt
Integrating with Tunisian offshore ERT
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Offshore Mediterranean
ERV Crew Training

Container Terminal
ERT - Training

Vessel Crew
ERT Deployment

Local Port
ERT Deployment

ERT - Contractors
Sub Contractors

Promotion ERT
Local Conference

Local Council ERT
Familiarization Course

Logistics Base
Operations Team - ERT

Client EOC
Integration - ERT Management

SCCT - ERT Support
Environment Day

Sorbent Training
Villagers - Local ERT

IEMS Staff Integrated
Wearing Client PPE

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”

Emergency Response Vessel
RAPID INTERVENTION
The link between marine incidents and oil spill response is
not integrated widely between the maritime companies and
the responders, things are improving at the local level in some
countries, however lack of international experience or available
resources only adds another layer of concern to the response
mechanism.
IEMS aims to use our connections and agreements to bring the
maritime companies in direct contact with the client, our only
requirement is that together we provide a reasonable and practical
response from within the framework of the international SCOPIC
rates. We do not advocate one maritime company or another, for
the simple reason being that when an incident occurs the suitability,
position and availability of the vessel shall take presidence over
relations.
We continue to work with international salvers and make available
to our clients a list of maritime companies known to us, respected
by us and those that have the required assurances with us.
During the 1990s our Management were instrumental in setting the
UK North Sea (UKCS) safety case for emergency response vessels.
Practises which remain in place today.

ERV services
We have a long reputation within our management team
and can provide clients real solutions to integrate their
marine assets and activities accordingly, we provide;

ÞÞVessel Surveys (ERV capacity building)
ÞÞProvide vessel blue print for single client or
multiple clients

ÞÞIntegrate ERV into emergency response planning
through dedicated Tier 2 centres

ÞÞERV provision and ERV management
ÞÞPromotion and support of ERV safety case
Survivors Accommodation
Below Main-deck (MCA 300 Class)
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Emergency Response Vessel
Guardzone
12 Hours Plus
6 to 12 Hours

4 to 6 Hours

A

IMMEDIATE
IN VICINTY
INCIDENT

2 to 4 Hours

B
C
12 Hours Plus

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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Management System
EVERY ACTION IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE
IEMS has established Worldwide Quality, Health, Safety, Security and
Environmental (QHSSE) standards. These standards address a variety of
different topics and are designed to ensure that all IEMS facilities achieve
and maintain a consistent and high level of QHSSE performance. The
standards are reviewed and, if necessary, revised on an annual basis. Topics
covered include;

ÞÞEmergency Preparedness & Response
ÞÞDocument and Record Control
ÞÞLegal Requirements
ÞÞEnvironmental Aspects and Impacts
ÞÞHazards And Risk Control
ÞÞSecurity
ÞÞOil Spill Emergency Preparedness Analysis
ÞÞIncident Coordination
ÞÞResponse Management
ÞÞIncident Action Plan
ÞÞWaste Management
ÞÞExercise Design and Conduct
ÞÞExternal Training
ÞÞContractor Management
ÞÞClient Property
ÞÞInventory Tracking and Traceability
ÞÞOHS (Safety Management 37 Procedures)
ÞÞFleet Safety (SMS)
A full list of our QHSSE system management can be obtained from our
website www.iems-uk.com.

PLAN

IEMS
Quality Health, Safety,
Security and
Environment
MEASURE

Our systems are fully certified by TUV
and we maintain a pool of certified
internal auditors to continuously
improve and maintain our system.
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PERFORM

IMPROVE

QHSSE

International Organizations
APPLYING BEST PRACTICE
Our commitment to professional services goes
beyond our own company – we want to share
our best practices and learn from others to raise
standards across our industry and beyond.
We regularly speak about improving our services at
conferences and invite external representatives to
join our own internal events.
Where we identify an international organisation or
agency where we can benefit from we shall seek out
cooperation. We regularly review the guidelines and
recommendations from international organisations
and agencies, and where practical take steps to
integrate such recommendations affecting our
industry into our systems.
Equally we shall share our own experiences and
recommendations. We firmly believe in applying
best practices at all times.

“Response capacity management is a journey, not a destination.”
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IEMS

UNITED KINGDOM
10/27 Western Harbour Terrace,
Edinburgh, Scotland,
United Kingdom, EH6 6JN
Tel : +44 (0) 131 5554860
Mob : +44 (0) 7501 793137
Email : info@iems-uk.com

Glen Earn, Humbie Road,
Newton Mearns,
Glasgow Scotland,
United Kingdom, G77 5RX
Tel : +44 (0) 141 639 7034
Mob : +44 (0) 7974 095057
Email : info@iems-uk.com

EUROPE
5, Spirou Kyprianou, Mesa
Geitonia,
4001, Lemesos, Cyprus
Tel : +357 252 12918
Mob : +357 996 74238
Email :info@shipcon.eu.com

EGYPT
249, Elnarges 2, 5th settlement,
New Cairo, Cairo, Egypt
Tel : +20 100 259 7295
Fax : +20 2 26781729
Email : info@iemseg.com

SOUTH AFRICA
Unit 1 Diamond Park, Killarney
Avenue, Killarney Gardens, Cape
Town, South Africa
Tel : +27 (0) 21 556 7130
Mob : +27 (0) 83 6252 673
Email : greg@unyaziss.co.za

300 m from main gate
Sharm El Sheikh , Egypt
Tel : +20 (0) 699206589
Fax : +20 (0) 1022603398
Email : info@iemseg.com

Abu Qir Maritime Port
Alexandria, Egypt
Tel : +20 (0) 3 5610790
Fax : +20 (0) 3 2 5610758
Email : info@iemseg.com

